China TrueViewtm Due Diligence
when you need serious help
figuring out a Chinese partner,
supplier or acquisition target

Full-Service
DD Package Includes
Comprehensive China orientation
tailored to meet your needs
Pre-evaluation, strategizing & comprehensive
planning before you travel
Cost & management of your in-China travel,
including accommodations, meeting logistics &
translation
On-site due diligence support
• Structure, management, key personnel
• Financial & legal reviews
• Factory, facilities inspection
• Product, markets, competition, strategy
• Other details as required
Character Deep Dive (see opposite sidebar)
Comprehensive reporting with detailed key
findings, risks and recommendations

Character
Deep Dive
Knowing who you’re dealing with
is critical. But in China, it seems
western businesses either neglect
character or are unable to assess it
effectively. With our Character
Deep Dive, we’ve got you covered.
Having dealt with characters in
China for a very long time, we can
easily identify both the good and
bad ones, and then steer you
straight. Deep Dive is included
with all TrueView DD packages.

Full-service packages
including in-China
travel for as low as
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$14,999
(per company)

Don’t let appearances fool you. Always dig deeper in China!

Depend on China TrueViewtm Due Diligence

All-inclusive packages starting at $14,999

Why China Sage Consultants
Since 2003, we have been managing China sales
and marketing campaigns for a multitude of American
and European client companies. In doing so, we have
dealt with just about every type of Chinese business
situation and person imaginable. Our resulting
knowledge, savvy and operational skill have become
invaluable to our clients.
With our unique China perspective, it was natural
for us to apply our capabilities to assist western
companies and private equity firms with their due
diligence needs in China. Unlike many other firms, our
core business has us in the China game everyday; so
when you engage us, trust we will provide all the key
facts and deeper insights you need to make the right
decisions for your business.

Contact us for a free
consultation and all-in
estimate.
INQUIRE NOW

China Sage Consultants, Co., Ltd.
Fuli Tower, 1306 Jiangning Road
Bldg. 7, Ste. 2203
Shanghai, China 200060
US Msg: +1(714) 876-5108
CH P: +86(21) 6247-3561
CH F: +86(21) 6247-3562
www.ChinaSageConsultants.com
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